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Insightful and challenging, Anatomy of the Soul illustrates how learning about one of God's most miraculous
creationsâ€•your brainâ€•can enrich your life, your relationships, and your impact on the world around you.

Created worlds Worlds The corollary of this parallelism is that our own ascent from worlds to souls to
Divinity and finally to the Divine Itself, is a reflection of the process of creation in reverse order. In his
writings on prayer, the third Lubavitcher Rebbe writes: Because, one who does not know how to abstract the
physical language finds himself growing coarser by studying these texts, specifically when poorly imagining
Divinity as it is revealed through its particularized aspects. Even though the words of the Arizal are
trustworthy and trueâ€¦. Unlike the soul, Kabbalah considers the physical body to be a fallen entity in need of
rectification. The background for this identification is the breaking of the vesselsâ€”a particular stage of the
creative process during which the light or, energy emanated by the Creator through Primordial Man shattered
the vessels in which it was contained. Contrastingly, the soul did not follow the same path of descent into our
reality and therefore was not affected like the body by the shattering of the vessels. Such an assumption is
supported by the verse: Our purpose here is to explore the structure of the soul as manifest through its various
properties and functions. By five names it [the soul] is called: Throughout our current study of the soul,
whenever we use the word soul, we are actually referring to thenefesh, or the psyche. Because of the
holographic or, inter-inclusive nature of the soul, all five levels of the collective soul are represented in it. In
each of these diagrams, the left-most column would indicate the root of each of the four other levels of the
soul. Keter Shem Tov, 1. The Divine Soul is discussed in length in the Tanya, beginning with chapter 2. For
the non-Jew, the Divine spark continuously hovers above the psyche. There are differing opinions among the
commentators as to the literal meaning of this verse. True lowliness, which is initially cultivated through
simple fear of God, allows one to see beyond the immediate demands of his earthly existence so as to attain a
spiritual elevation that transforms this simple fear into a mature awe of Divine singularity. In this case, the
parable through which the vision is seen is the human flesh, whether in the sense of body or of soul. Two of
those appearances are found in these verses from Job, which in read: The idea that they express is similar to
that intimated by the corresponding phraseology in Job: Derech Mitzvotecha, Shoresh Mitzvat Hatefilah. This
life-force is identical with the animal soul and its intellectual aspectâ€”the intellectual soul , which are tied
intrinsically into the very essence of the physical body, sustaining it, not only as a living being, but tying its
sub-atomic particles together into atoms, its atoms into molecules, its molecules into cells, and so on. Even in
a Jew see note 5, above , at birth, the Divine soul is merely a spark enclothed within the animal soul.
Therefore, the Divine soul remains in a state of separation from its Divine source until awakened, matured,
and consciously connected to its source through the study of Torah. Unlike the Divine soul, the Torah is a ray
in contrast to a spark of Divine light that is always connected consciously to its source in the Divine.
Paraphrased from the verse: Each of these levels can actually be viewed as corresponding to a different
property, or set of properties, appearing in our diagram.
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In Anatomy of the Soul, Curt Thompson is treading the same waters. However, the subtitle is a more accurate
description of the book: "Surprising connections between neuroscience and spiritual practices that can transform your
life and relationships".

What do they represent, what purpose do they serve, and what happens if one gets lost or stolen? That is what
this trope is about. If the Body is an engine that the Mind drives, then the fuel is the Spirit. Those who want it
do so for Immortality Immorality. Its loss may manifest as Rapid Aging , becoming very sickly or just plain
death. Mind â€” The seat of consciousness; the logical, thinking, planning decider. Split Personality â€” Well,
not so much a part of the Mind as a Mind apart. Split Personalities come in lots of shapes and sizes , but each
generally represents a part of the character as a whole. Body â€” Last but not least, the Body serves as the
vessel for all of these things. However, not all Bodies are created equal, and there are dangerous things out
there that want a human Body so they can wreak havoc and indulge their vices. Some are simply incapable of
being used for some truly powerful souls, usually ending in either the destruction of the Body or forcing the
soul to lose a lot of its power. Brains, hearts and blood are popular picks. Heart is also attributed with the
nature of motion and the activity of life. It is usually the Morality Chain of a person, and usually carries all
good and bad karma It also bears the part of a human that can create life and art. Its loss can have varying
effects, turning people into cold, dead husks, evil monsters, or brings Creative Sterility , unless the Heart was
deliberately removed for putting into a Soul Jar , however, whereupon the usual result is some form of
Immortality instead. Weaponizing the Heart often results in Heart Beat-Down. Light â€” If a Heart has parts,
expect them to be Yin and Yang. The "Light" half usually represents the positive, caring aspects of a person.
Its loss will usually make someone a very In all of these, the concepts of breath, spirit, and soul are connected
- the soul makes up and animates the person. Dreams â€” Believe it or not, Dreams are a valuable commodity.
All you need is a few days of insomniac nightmares to realize the value of even the most mundane dream.
Supernatural creatures seem to treasure human dreams a great deal. Perhaps more dangerously, the ability to
sleep. Sometimes, they can be transferred out , planted in or altered. Do not always last beyond death, but
when they do, they might manifest in a ghostly form or cling to the soul in the next life. Both people, animals,
and even inanimate objects have this. Especially when related to magic systems that draw power from souls or
maybe even elements and nature. Shadow Archetype â€” Everything a person rejects or denies about
themselves, which they will often project upon others. Modern fiction equates it to evil, because Shadow Is
Dark and Dark Is Evil , but the original Jungian concept can also contain positive aspects. In addition,
Christianity or at least many denominations of it believes that the Soul and the Spirit are different things, each
composed of three distinct parts: The Soul is composed of the Mind ability to think , Emotion ability to feel ,
and Will ability to act. The Spirit is composed of Conscience to discern right from wrong , Fellowship to
contact God and to commune with God , and Intuition a direct sense or feeling with no discernible logic
behind it. Other religions have other interpretations or beliefs as well. The loss of any one of these is never a
good thing Someone who is carrying around a demon , Super-Powered Evil Side , or Split Personality will
most likely benefit from having it removed. However, the case is usually that when any one of these is
removed, the person becomes metaphysically incomplete. Their eyes hollow out , their conscience vanishes ,
and they operate on only the formalities of human behavior, having lost either the empathy, will, or self
control necessary to function as a human being. Expect reactions ranging from listlessness to displays of pure
Id induced debauchery, or conscience and soulless killings. Whoever possesses one of these items usually gets
one of the following: If what they stole is replacing their own stolen or damaged goods, they usually gain at
least part of the personality or morality of the owner. Then again, the nefarious Evil Sorcerer who stole it may
be collecting enough "raw materials" either to extend their own life or looking for just the right one to perform
some heinous evil ritual. Of course, it might be their own soul or heart that they discarded to avoid all those
"limits" a conscience and mortality imposes. Removing them has various effects. Energy loss simply is just
that, a loss of energy. Losing a Pure Heart puts the victim in a zombiesque or hysteric state. Most just collapse
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though. The Star Seed will cause a person to fade away if taken far away or if the person is a Sailor Senshi due
to it doubling as a source of their powers. The duality of dream mirrors probably exists because the Japanese
word "yume" covers both meanings of the English "dream": It was trickier to carry over the intent into
Russian. Also, in the manga , one can destroy the body and still make off with the Star Seed. This makes for
some rather unsettling images. In InuYasha , "soul" can refer to the power to animate the body Life Energy or
your true consciousness what most would call a soul, but fits Mind better on this page. Until the time it was
explained, the word had been used interchangeably for either. This makes Kikyo look like much less of a dick
than she did when it seemed that she was condemning innocent young women to eternal oblivion to keep
herself going. Kagihime Monogatari has "stories" inside of people. From the way these operate, they mostly
contain aspects of memory, though there seems to be a slight overlap with soul in them. They overlap with this
and Ghost in the Machine , as not only do they give a person their ambition, they also take the form of little
people. Isumi uses it to restore her powers. Body and soul are intimately bound to one another; so long as both
exists, the two will instinctively seek each other out. The presence of a soul in a body other than its own will
cause the body to weaken and decay. The Mind exists as a bridge between the two. The Soul is in fact a form
of concentrated Life Energy which, applied properly, can utilize the individuals Gate of Truth to perform
alchemy. Bleach has a relatively simplistic anatomy of the soul: The Mind is part of the Soul, the Body merely
being a vessel for its interactions in the living world. Additional anatomy is associated with the soul but never
fully detailed. The soul rest and soul chain are two vital components of the soul that control the generation of
its power; Arrancar also possess them due to their transformation to be more like a Shinigami. The Heart was
eventually revealed to not fully disappear when a Hollow is born. The same Heart that shapes Hollows also
plays a part in Fullbring, in which a part-Hollow person pulls at the souls of objects and reshapes them
according to their attachments and usage. The Bounts are an example of mutant souls created by a Soul
Society experiment. Neon Genesis Evangelion shows all living beings to have only one important element:
Destruction or extraction of the Soul reduces the body to LCL. The plan is to eliminate loneliness by
collapsing the ego barriers of all living things into one unified being. Kaworu dubbed the Absolute Terror
Field to be "the light of our souls". Interestingly, Shinji And Warhammer 40 K had a slightly different take on
it called "Absolute Territory Field" and explained it as sort of a region where the quantum observations of a
consciousness collapsed wave functions in to certain states, therefore causing consciousness to actually change
reality somewhat. Soul Eater breaks it down into body, mind and soul, stating as one of its oft-repeated
moreso early on phrases that "a healthy soul lives in a healthy mind and healthy body"; the implication being
that the state of one affects the rest. The progress or lack thereof of all characters can to an extent be brought
back to their state in relation to this concept. Ri Gan surmised that memories are split between the psyche and
animus and thus speculated that when Adventurers got resurrected upon death, due to the inevitable loss of
data when reconstructing the animus, Adventurers not only lose a portion of their experience as it happened
when Elder Tales was still a game but also some of their memories too. These light particles exist in a state of
indeterminism and fluctuate according to the probability theory. A collection of these particles form a
Quantum Field, which have been dubbed "Fluctuating Lights" or "Fluctlight" for short which is what makes
up the human consciousness, or in other words, the human soul. The Soul Translator machine is able to record
the spin and vector of each photon within the microtubles and translate this information into a readable form
for computers. A tiny but manageable red ball that fits in his pocket. A furry lump that looks almost like a cat.
A pink disco ball. Nightflame is the embodiment of her death wish and Dark Supergirl is born from her
self-loathing and Survivor Guilt. Because ectoplasm is a much more versatile support than flesh for a human
mind, the resulting ghosts need a lot of focus ato "materialize" into a visible form and re-access their
memories. In Hope for the Heartless â€” in which the Horned King is resurrected after the events of The Black
Cauldron and half-forced on a Redemption Quest â€”, the importance of a heart to an individual becomes one
of the main themes. Avalina eventually asks the Horned King how he received his monstrous appearance. His
explanation invokes this trope beautifully. The heart is the messenger from the soul to the body, and keeps the
two bound together as one. When the body fails, the heart ceases to be, and the soul is released from the body
and sent elsewhere. You can see this in your elderly, however there is another scenario. After killing someone,
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the heart, the origin of all morality and emotion, begins to corrode. Slowly, but it is noticeable. The more one
kills, the more difficult the damage is to reverse. You see this with anyone who has killed before. They are
alive, but they are not, and their outward appearance begins to reflect what they have become on the inside ,
and what they leave in their wake. I look like this because I am the embodiment of all that I have become.
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Anatomy of the Soul is based upon two basic observations. First, at our core, we all are desperate for joy, courage,
kindness, and www.enganchecubano.com long for these qualities to be displayed in our children, our families, our
communities, and ourselves.

Pineal neurons In higher vertebrates neurons are usually located in the pineal gland. However, this is not the
case in rodents. Peptidergic neuron-like cells In some species, neuronal-like peptidergic cells are present.
These cells might have a paracrine regulatory function. In some parts of the brain and in particular the pineal
gland, there are calcium structures, the number of which increases with age, called corpora arenacea or
"acervuli," or "brain sand". Chemical analysis shows that they are composed of calcium phosphate , calcium
carbonate , magnesium phosphate , and ammonium phosphate. Development[ edit ] The human pineal gland
grows in size until about 1â€”2 years of age, remaining stable thereafter, [20] [21] although its weight
increases gradually from puberty onwards. When puberty arrives, melatonin production is reduced. In humans
, functional cerebral dominance is accompanied by subtle anatomical asymmetry. Melatonin has various
functions in the central nervous system , the most important of which is to help modulate sleep patterns.
Melatonin production is stimulated by darkness and inhibited by light. Nerve fibers then relay the daylight
information from the SCN to the paraventricular nuclei PVN , then to the spinal cord and via the sympathetic
system to superior cervical ganglia SCG , and from there into the pineal gland. The compound pinoline is also
claimed to be produced in the pineal gland; it is one of the beta-carbolines. Pinealectomy performed on
rodents produced no change in pituitary weight, but caused an increase in the concentration of FSH and LH
within the gland. Pineal-derived melatonin mediates its action on the bone cells through MT2 receptors. This
pathway could be a potential new target for osteoporosis treatment as the study shows the curative effect of
oral melatonin treatment in a postmenopausal osteoporosis mouse model. It seems that the internal secretions
of the pineal gland inhibit the development of the reproductive glands because when it is severely damaged in
children, development of the sexual organs and the skeleton are accelerated. Histologically they are similar to
testicular seminomas and ovarian dysgerminomas. Pineal tumors also can cause compression of the cerebral
aqueduct , resulting in a noncommunicating hydrocephalus. Other manifestations are the consequence of their
pressure effects and consist of visual disturbances, headache , mental deterioration, and sometimes
dementia-like behaviour. Other animals[ edit ] Most living vertebrates have pineal glands. The parietal eye and
the pineal gland of living tetrapods are probably the descendants of the left and right parts of this organ,
respectively. The loss of parietal eyes in many living tetrapods is supported by developmental formation of a
paired structure that subsequently fuses into a single pineal gland in developing embryos of turtles, snakes,
birds, and mammals. Rodents have more structurally-complex pineal glands than other mammals. Evidence
from morphology and developmental biology suggests that pineal cells possess a common evolutionary
ancestor with retinal cells. Avian pineal glands are thought to act like the suprachiasmatic nucleus in
mammals. The fossilized skulls of many extinct vertebrates have a pineal foramen opening , which in some
cases is larger than that of any living vertebrate. Descartes attached significance to the gland because he
believed it to be the only section of the brain to exist as a single part rather than one-half of a pair. In this work
Hollier discusses how Bataille uses the concept of a "pineal-eye" as a reference to a blind-spot in Western
rationality, and an organ of excess and delirium. This association is still popular today. It was adapted as a
film of the same name in The horror film, Banshee Chapter is heavily influenced by this short story. History[
edit ] The secretory activity of the pineal gland is only partially understood. Its location deep in the brain
suggested to philosophers throughout history that it possesses particular importance. This combination led to
its being regarded as a "mystery" gland with mystical , metaphysical , and occult theories surrounding its
perceived functions. The pineal gland was originally believed to be a " vestigial remnant" of a larger organ. In
, it was known that extract of cow pineals lightened frog skin. Dermatology professor Aaron B. Lerner and
colleagues at Yale University , hoping that a substance from the pineal might be useful in treating skin
diseases, isolated and named the hormone melatonin in
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Throughout our current study of the soul, whenever we use the word soul, we are actually referring to thenefesh, or the
psyche. 31 Thus, in the anatomical diagram that we will be studying, the left-most columnâ€”"the root of the
soul"â€”actually refers to the root of the psyche.

Meanma in Irish or Menmae in archaic form is the word for the mind or the ability to think. This is related to
other IE words for the same thing. It has a relation to the English word "come" through PIE. It is the quality of
being able to move and live. It is the general term for soul. There is a sort of "otherworld self" apparent, but
terms for it differ. This is going to sound a lot like a combination of fylgja and genius. There is a term for a
ghost or phantom called "scal meaning bright " that might be an equivalent. Something like this counterpart
called was sometimes called a fetch or a double of the person. I am not clear if those were meant to be distinct
or not. In visions seen by those with the special sight something that happens to this double will happen to that
person in the future. For example, a funeral shroud on the double signals impending death, and injury means
that the person will be injured in that way. It is often seen near the person it belongs to. There are references to
some people being able to leave their body in the form of an animal counterpart, such as flying around as a
bird. This was associated most with the druids. There are house and land associated fairies throughout Celtic
folklore that act like guardians. These may be ancestor spirits similar to the daimons or genii of ancestors in
the Mediterranean cultures. A common belief in Scotland and Ireland at least was that family members would
pass into the otherworld via a particular hill associated with the clan when they died. These were revered much
like local wights and alfar also conflated with ancestors were in Iceland, where an identical belief in "passing
into the hills" was found. Another clue may be found in the common belief that the first person to die in a year
would be for a time a grave guardian and guiding spirit to those that died later, found throughout Northern
Europe. In Brittany, these spirits Ankou were depicted on churches and figured in the local vernacular. A year
where a lot of people died was commented on by mentioning that the Ankou must be busy or malicious. It was
supposed that only the souls of the supremely good and brave were received into Flath inis[a paradise] and
those only of the very base and wicked were condemned to the torments of Ifrin. The Hills of their fathers
were in an intermediate state, into which the common run of mankind were received after death. It goes on to
mention locations of specific hills associated with Scottish clans and the survival of this belief in 19th century
Scotland the book is from the early 19th century. I will include another reference linking this belief to ancestor
veneration. The Sidhe are also associated with mounds, linking them to the ancestral hills. Often troops of
them were said to come out of a mound. The Sluagh Sidhe similar to the Wild Hunt was reported to include
the recently dead, just like the Hunt. There was in antiquity an oft referenced belief in reincarnation of some
sort that the Celts had. Folklore where fairies die when a human is born, or have to be present when the human
is born indicate some connection to me. There be many Places called Fairie-hills, which the Mountain People
think impious and dangerous to peel or discover, by taking Earth or Wood from them; superstitiously
beleiving the Souls of their Predicessors to dwell there. And for that End say they a Mote or Mount was
dedicate beside every Church-yard, to receive the Souls till their adjacent Bodies arise, and so become as a
Fairie-hill; they useing Bodies of Air when called Abroad. The theme of a spirit hanging around a place to
right some wrong done by them or to them is common in Irish folklore as well. Other than this, there are many
customs on the Isle of Man that match up with things I have covered here. The Manx were very isolated and
conservative in their customs.
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The Anatomy of the Soul trope as used in popular culture. In fiction, especially of the magical kind, human anatomy ain't
got nuthin' on the anatomy of a .

Flames of Chanukah tell us many stories. They reveal to us much about our own souls, which are compared to
flames â€” "the flame of G-d is the human soul. The obvious parallel of the soul to a flame is its constant
motion. Like a flame, the soul aspires to reach upward, only to be tugged downward by the grounding wick.
And so the soul is always on the move â€” in an ongoing state of dynamic motion, continuously fluctuating
between the two poles. However on further reflection the question arises: If so, what causes the soul to flicker?
He breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and the human became a living soul. Breath and fire are totally
different entities. Among the four central elements â€” earth, water, wind, fire â€” wind breath is a different
dimension than fire. Therefore the term is used here interchangeably]. So which one is it: Is a soul flamelike or
windlike? The answer is both: The soul has both dimensions, ruach-breath and neshamah-fire. Proper
ventilation ruach is necessary both for the flame to burn and that it burn smoothly, flickering as it consumes
the wick. The inner reason for this is because the inherent nature of fire is to expire into its source above, and
not descend at all. Unlike wind whose nature is to rise and fall and spread about. Wind currents rise, but do not
rise to the point of expiration, and they also descend. The same applies to the fire and breath dimensions of the
soul. Spiritual fire on its own completely expires and disappears into oblivion as it is engulfed by its source.
This is the yearning in the world of Tohu, as experienced by the sons of Aaron: Consumed by their love for
the Divine, their souls expired in ecstasy. Above all it maintains the poise of a smoothly burning soul and
balances upward transcendence and downward integration, the tension of yearning and the resolution of
returning. These two dimensions of the soul are similar to the two components of the supra-conscious state of
the soul: The undiluted dimension of fire, whose essential nature is to be absorbed upward into itself, is akin to
taanug, the inner pleasure which is an internal state. The breath dimension of the soul, which consists of
movement, is comparable to ratzon, which extends and reaches outside of itself. On a lower level, this is also
the difference between intellect and emotions. Pure intellect is isolated and separate from any outside force. It
turns inward into the essence. A true intellectual is not affected by outside disturbances. In contrast to intellect,
emotions are affected by forces outside of itself. But the ultimate goal, is to generate energy through our own
efforts. After all is said and done, inspiration can only go so far. Every inspiration dissipates after a short
while. So as powerful as the inspiration may be at the time, once it fades away we have to exert ourselves with
our own energy to generate the flame. And it is this hard work which defines the ultimate purpose of creation.
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Bleach has a relatively simplistic anatomy of the soul: The Mind is part of the Soul, the Body merely being a vessel for
its interactions in the living world. The soul's Heart is the seat of the human emotions, like empathy and happiness; if the
heart is consumed by negative emotions, it will disappear and the Soul will devolve into a Hollow.

Edit Sailor Moon featured quite a few of these, up to and including Life Energy , Dream Mirrors a
combination of ambition and the ability to dream and sleep and the former trope namer , Pure Heart Crystals
the emotional heart , and Star Seeds the soul which allowed for reincarnation. Removing them has various
effects. Energy loss simply is just that, a loss of energy. Losing a Pure Heart puts the victim in a zombiesque
or hysteric state. Most just collapse though. The Star Seed will cause a person to fade away if taken far away
or if the person is a Sailor Senshi due to it doubling as a source of their powers. The duality of dream mirrors
probably exists because the Japanese word "yume" covers both meanings of the English "dream": It was
trickier to carry over the intent into Russian. Also, in the manga, one can destroy the body and still make off
with the Star Seed. This makes for some rather unsettling images. In Inuyasha , "soul" can refer to the power
to animate the body Life Energy or your true consciousness what most would call a soul, but fits Mind better
on this page. Until the time it was explained, the word had been used interchangeably for either. This makes
Kikyo look like much less of a dick than she did when it seemed that she was condemning innocent young
women to eternal oblivion to keep herself going. Kagihime Monogatari has "stories" inside of people. From
the way these operate, they mostly contain aspects of memory, though there seems to be a slight overlap with
soul in them. Shugo Chara has eggs inside of people, their "would-be selves", that appear to be some form of
dreams. They overlap with this and Ghost in the Machine , as not only do they give a person their ambition,
they also take the form of little people. Isumi uses it to restore her powers. Body and soul are intimately bound
to one another; so long as both exists, the two will instinctively seek each other out. The presence of a soul in
a body other than its own will cause the body to weaken and decay. The Mind exists as a bridge between the
two. The Soul is in fact a form of concentrated Life Energy which, applied properly, can utilize the individuals
Gate of Truth to perform alchemy. Bleach has a relatively simplistic anatomy of the soul: The Mind is part of
the Soul, the Body merely being a vessel for its interactions in the living world. Additional anatomy is
associated with the soul but never fully detailed. The soul rest and soul chain are two vital components of the
soul that control the generation of its power; Arrancar also possess them due to their transformation to be more
like a Shinigami. The Heart was eventually revealed to not fully disappear when a Hollow is born. The Bounts
are an example of mutant souls created by a Soul Society experiment. Neon Genesis Evangelion shows all
living beings to have only one important element: Destruction or extraction of the Soul reduces the body to
LCL. The plan is to eliminate lonelyness by collapsing the ego barriors of all living things into one unified
being. Kaoru dubbed the Absolute Terror Field to be "the light of our souls". Interestingly, Shinji and
Warhammer 40 K had a slightly different take on it called "Absolute Territory Field" and explained it as sort
of a region where the quantum observations of a consciousness collapsed wave functions in to certain states,
therefore causing consciousness to actually change reality somewhat. It is called "Absolute Territory Field" in
the original series as well, at least in the Japanese version. Why it is translated into "Absolute Terror Field" is
probably just a mistake by the producers. Soul Eater breaks it down into body, mind and soul, stating as one of
its oft-repeated moreso early on phrases that "a healthy soul lives in a healthy mind and healthy body"; the
implication being that the state of one affects the rest. The progress or lack thereof of all characters can to an
extent be brought back to their state in relation to this concept. The body is self-explanatory. The mind is
self-explanatory, and is the only part of the three that "survives" death as a ghost, but a ghost can also fade
away into nothing. What makes it odd is that it is implyed they are something very similar to daemons In The
Dresden Files , minds can be manipulated by psychomancy, and souls can be manipulated by necromancy -both are considered Black Magic. The soul is known to be necessary for life, and can be seen through a
"soulgaze" by wizards; it also seems to be tied to free will. Later in the series, Harry is granted the ability to
use "Soulfire" to augment his magic, and it is described as being fueled directly by his soul Bob assures him
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that the part of his soul thus consumed will effectively "grow back. Edit Angel had an episode where a Las
Vegas casino owner stole the destiny of important guests and sold them on the black market. Anyone who lost
their destiny would have literally "nothing" happen to them-- without a destiny, they were incapable of
affecting or being affected by worldly events. Eventually, the plot was foiled thanks to some celestial
intervention helping a de-destinied Angel win at a slot machine, or have "something" happen. To put it simply,
the Hun is the "ethereal" soul that leaves the body after death and reincarnates, while Po is the "corporeal" soul
that resides in the body after death for some time before returning to Earth. There is also Qi, the Life Energy.
Ancient Egyptian beliefs involved a six-part individual, with something different happening to each part after
death. All six parts had to be intact for a person to enjoy an afterlife. The Shut, or shadow. The Ren, or name.
The Egyptians believed that this part of a person would live as long as their name was spoken and
remembered. Conversely, if the name was erased from all written and living memory, that person would cease
to exist and have no afterlife. The Ka Life Energy , which met up with the ba in the afterlife. A person died
when it left the body. It was sustained by food and drink, which was why the Egyptians left offerings of food
and beer to the dead. The Ba, the spiritual force of an individual. In the afterlife it reunited or combined with
the ka to form the Akh. The Body was known as the Ha, and its preservation was essential for the afterlife,
leading to the practice of mummification. The Aztecs separated the soul into three components. The first was
the heart, or yollotl, the soul of the body. The second was the spark of life, or tonal, the spiritual soul. The
third was a spiritual animal totem or nagual, the shadow soul. Edit The tabletop RPG Exalted --inspired by
Chinese mythologies, amongst other things-- uses Body, Essence fundamental building block of what you are ,
and Soul divided into two parts; the Hun, or higher soul-which is the seat of reason and rational thought and is
also what ordinary ghosts come from In turn, each of these souls will have a collection of external souls of
their own, who serve a similar although more stringently defined function. Those souls are capable though not
required of creating further souls who are always lesser creatures and the very bottom of the hierarchy, with
little standards as to their nature or purpose. The death of a second-circle soul can cause minor, cosmetic
changes to a Primordial which can be reversable , while the death of a third-circle soul causes major changes
to it often losing or warping the quality associated with the soul in question , and fetich death completely
redefines the nature or personality of the Primordial. On the other hand, The Fair Folk are much simpler on a
spiritual level. At their core is the "Heart" grace, which contains their overall essence and self. Around it they
build the four primary graces of Cup, Wand, Sword, and Coin, from which they derive both their powers, and
their ability to relate with others. They then have feeding mouths, one for commoners and two for nobles,
which are used to consume emotions from other creatures. Warhammer sourcebooks first divided the soul into
anima and animus similar to the Exalted example and later declared that it comprises seven different parts see
the egyptian system below as a means of classifying the varieties of Undead. Most RPGS where death is
common and reversible such as Dungeons and Dragons have a soul, a body, and a mind -- the mind can be
subject to magical or psychic events, the body is subject to physical events, and the soul is usually ignored
until death, when it separates from the body and needs to be retrieved if the character is to be resurrected. Any
magic that fools around with souls, such as necromancy, is usually considered evil. Scion uses the Egyptian
mythology variant with the Pesedjet Egyptian pantheon only Boon of Heku, which allows the Scion to
manipulate the various parts of their soul to great effect. The Lost has perhaps the most unusual variation in a
tabletop game. The shadow always appears as the real body, rather than the Mask. To make a Fetch , the Fae
remove a small strip of the shadow and bind it into the creation ritual. This is a metaphor for taking a bit of the
soul, but to the Fae, a metaphor is as good as the real thing. The importance of the soul in Mage: The
Awakening means it gets a fair bit of attention. Besides describing what the soul is the source of inspiration,
will to live, curiosity, empathy for others, and sense of connection to the world and the effects of its loss, the
soul is also the basis of magic, and manipulation of the soul can be used to gain powers. Individual souls are
also connected to the soul of humanity as a whole, and the earth itself. The story involved Matoran having
their Light drained out and becoming inherently evil, while Takanuva got partially drained and gained a
Super-Powered Evil Side. Also, it gets a bit confusing regarding Nobodies and Heartless, because both are
misnomers. Unversed are born from negative emotions, specifically the negative emotions created when
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Vanitas split off from Ventus. The names do not describe their physical makeup. Replicas Creatures made of
pure memory and Sentiments imprints left behind when someone is absorbed into another. His memories are
just as important as his heart. Marluxia has also said that the complete loss of memory will destroy the heart.
Just a note, it seems like only the Pureblood variety of Heartless actually generate more Heartless when they
take the heart away. The Emblem variety seem to store the heart somehow. As evidenced by the fact that
killing an Emblem causes it to release hearts and killing a Pureblood does not. A reply to the note above, and a
bit of WMG: Purebloods are formed when the heart is naturally taken over by its own darkness, which then
causes said heart to collapse. Emblems, on the other hand, are from darkness forcibly given form from within
the heart. In Saga Frontier Blue and Rouge are one person separated into two beings so that all magic can be
mastered without problems when the more dominant personality wins, hence why he cannot learn Mind Magic
until both halves reunite. Persona uses a kind of Jungian Soul Anatomy, though it tends to focus primarily on
the Mind.
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Anatomy of the Soul constitutes an elegant revelation of the link between the neurological complex of our brains and the
Imago Dei that is resident in all of us. Dr. Thompson's style is equally engaging.

Tan Kheng Khoo " There are no conditions to fulfil. There is nothing to be done nothing to be given up. Just
look and remember, whatever you perceive is not you, nor yours. It is there in the field of your consciousness,
but you are not the field and its contents, nor even the knower of the field. It is your idea that you have to do
things that entangle you in the results of your efforts. The motive, the desire, the failure to achieve, the sense
of frustrationall this holds you back. Simply look at whatever happens and know that you are beyond it. It
arises from the Absolute, the Parabrahman. In the Absolute everything is included and nothing is excluded. In
the Absolute there is no individuality, no individual essence and no mind. There is absolutely no
differentiation and it has been in this state from eternity. From this Absolute non-beingness a Beingness
emerges. The sprouting of this droplet of pure consciousness is named the atman, the soul. The characteristics
of the soul atman are sat-chit-ananda in Hinduism. And ananda is bliss. Beingness is at the level where gods
and deities reside. On further differentiation, Beingness becomes I am. This is the moment an individual being
is designated. As soon as I am is infused into an individual soul it is called spirit before birth. At this level
before birth, Beingness and I am are composed of pure consciousness. The second I am incarnates into a
human body and when it identifies with the body, this consciousness is contaminated by the mind. Beingness
can be felt every morning for a few seconds at the time of waking before the mind intrudes to take over.
Beingness is also present during deep sleep when there is no self or individuality. From birth the soul begins to
acquire all attributes of an individual until the characteristics, qualities and samskaras consolidate into an ego.
Summarizing the above process, the Absolute Cosmic Consciousness gives rise to Beingness pure
consciousness , which in turn differentiate into I am the individual consciousness. Although after Beingness
sprouts out from Cosmic Consciousness, it will develop its individuality only when I am comes into existence.
From here on the spirit composite soul will release into each incarnation a small percentage of itself. When
this atman identifies with the body-mind as a separate individual in the world, it becomes a jiv-atman. Much
later after numerous incarnations when the individual is much more developed he can siphon more and more
down into his physical body when the need requires. This may explain why some of these developed people
possess varying amount of psychic powers, depending on their proclivity to these powers. Anatomy of the
Spirit The soul is not a unified entity. It is a composite structure like that of an orange. There is a suggestion
that more cotyledons are added as each spirit matures with wisdom. That means each composite soul is
multifaceted and multidimensional. Whilst still in the spirit world, this total composite soul is called a spirit.
Before the spirit beingness arises from the Absolute, there is no knowledge of individuality. It is pure
universal consciousness. As soon as I am is formed the spirit becomes an individual consciousness. Now it is
time to enter into the time-space continuum i. This process of coming into the world is repeated many times.
However, at each incarnation only a small percentage of the spirit is sent down to experience life. This small
portion of spirit is called jiv-atman incarnated soul. This soul is still part of and strongly attached to its own
spirit the composite soul. The main reason why the spirit sends down only a small percentage is because while
gathering experience and love, it also has to work out the karma it has accumulated from past lives. In the
Absolute, there is no karma because there is no individual. Karma can only be earned when I am exists. At the
peak of experience after many lives when suffering and sorrow are untenable the individual decides to opt out
of the rat race. At this stage his total karma is too large to be cleared in one life. So only a portion is sent down
in each incarnation to be dealt with, but new karma earned in that life will also be added to the total karma of
the individual. During these earthly incarnations, experiences and gathering of love and wisdom must also be
carried out. So how does the individual spirit deal with this heavy load? It is dealt with by apportioning out a
percentage of the spirit to each incarnation. Evidence that the Spirit is a Composite The following are some of
the facts and legends to suggest that the spirit is not a unified whole: The Goddess of Mercy Kuan Yin
Although this is a legendary, celestial Bodhisattva, Buddhism expounds the fact that this deity has multiple
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components. Kuan Yin is all these three combined and more. His existence was known four to five thousand
years ago. He is the secondary emanation of the energy of compassion. All these incarnations were males
except for one, in which he was a female Balaka horse. Therefore Avalokitesvara is almost always male but he
has the ability to assume the female form. Avalokita has been worshipped from India, Nepal, Tibet, and
Mongolia to Cambodia in the eighth to the eleventh centuries. In the seventh century, Avalokita was
introduced into Tibet from India. As a Bodhisattva of compassion both in India and Tibet he has often been
depicted in statues as a tall, huge male Deity composing of eleven heads with a thousand eyes and a thousand
arms, the easier to succour as many people at the same time. On the other hand Kuan Yin has always been a
female Goddess for centuries. Avalokita is Indian and Kuan Yin is Chinese. And yet both represent the same
being. How did this transition come about? This came about through a tertiary embodiment of compassion,
Tara, of Indo-Tibetan origin. Tara is a beautiful female divinity who is able to manifest herself in 21 different
guises in order to succour sentient beings. She is accredited to have 2 functions: These are the very duties of
Kuan Yin! As the Chinese would prefer a more appealing deity than the multi-headed and multi-armed
Avalokita, the female representation in the form the beautiful Tara is just the embodiment they want. Thus the
male Avalokita is now embodied in the female form of Tara. In Tibet, there is a green and a white Tara. White
Tara normally manifests during the day, whilst Green Tara usually appears at night. There are also other Taras
e. From this lovely form of Tara, it can be seen that there is no difficulty of assimilating the Chinese Princess
Miao Shan, a historical princess of compassion, in to the ultimate Kuan Yin. Many stories abound with
regards to Miao Shan as a possible reincarnation of Kuan Yin. All the stories tell of the purity and the
dedication of Miao Shan and her personification of compassion. Miracles galore are also associated with these
stories. The main point to emerge from all the above stories with regard to all these Bodhisattvas is that they
can be at many different places at one time to succour many sentient beings. This multiple component of a
single soul is what one would garner from the Kuan Yin mythology, although most worshippers of Kuan Yin
do not take Kuan Yin as a myth. They take her as a real Bodhisattva. That means if a thousand supplications
are made to her simultaneously, she is able to help all of them all at once. As a matter of fact multiple requests
have been answered simultaneously all the time. That means she is multidimensional in the true sense of the
word, and that her soul has at least 1, cotyledons. Bilocation Bilocation is quite often reported with normal
individuals and highly developed personalities. A wife who has just left the husband in the sitting room
suddenly sees him in the bedroom as well. A healer who is sleeping peacefully in the early hours of the
morning in his own bedroom is seen visiting patients in hospitals, especially when there are cries for help.
Several friends and relatives simultaneously in different parts of the world see the spirit of a person who has
just died Padre Pio of San Giovanni of Rotondo in Southern Italy. This Roman Catholic priest was born on At
15 he entered the Capuchin Novitiate at Morcone and was ordained a priest at the age of On the 20th
September he was marked with 5 stigmata wounds: These stigmata bled every day for 50 years. The blood had
a fragrance like a perfume, which usually betrays his invisible presence. He never suffered from anaemia
throughout these years. He was also endowed with bilocation, prophecy, telepathy and the gift of tongues. He
was particularly attached to his Guardian Angel. He also had to struggle and fight with all sorts of internal
enemies of the most grotesque varieties. All these battles were his lot to prove his love for the ones he loved.
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Anatomy of the Soul: Mind, God, and the Afterlife presents a new approach to the subject, based on an in-depth
analysis of how the mind arises from the brain. While the mind is integrally associated with the brain, Dr. Goldberg, a
neuroscientist who has taught the subject of neuroanatomy for 25 years explains that there is an aspect of Mind.

Neuroscience and psychology can be helpful to understanding our spiritual life. After having read The Body
Keeps Score on the science and psychology of Trauma, I wanted to read something similar from an explicitly
Christian perspective and Anatomy of the Soul was recommended to me. I also picked up This is Your Brain
on Joy to read later. Part of the message of The Body Keeps Score is that our mental, spiritual, and emotional
states impact our body and vice versa. The wholeness of our physical, emotional, and spiritual states matters.
As Christians, especially as a Christian that is interested in the spiritual development of others, we need to
think about how we can incorporate the knowledge of the physical into the practice of spiritual direction
without attempting to be a psychologist or neurologist. Anatomy of the Soul is broadly divided into two parts.
The science and background about neurology, trauma, attachment, emotions, the prefrontal cortex, etc.
Because I have more of a background in the later, the former was more engaging. I had just read an extended
book on trauma which touched on each of the parts of the first section, but as an introduction, Anatomy of the
Soul explains the science well to a non-scientist. It is part of the inevitable result of combining different fields,
the field you are more informed about, you are going to be more critical of the presentation. There is not
anything that I thought was bad about the spiritual implication sections. Thompson is clearly a gifted
counselor and has more experience in counseling. But he is writing as a scientist in a field that is mostly
dominated by mystics. I think there is great value in his writing as a scientist in a field dominated by mystics,
but mystics tend to write differently then scientists do. Broadly I think there is lots that is helpful in the early
sections of Anatomy of the Soul. But I also think there are some broad statements that need more nuance to
avoid being harmful or hyperbole. One of the sections is trying to point out that God can be speaking to us
through our bodies and the needs of our bodies. The accumulation of stress or physical pain or other body
needs or messages can be part of what God uses to communicate to us. But the problem with this as a concept
is that people that are not attuned with their bodies are also often not particularly attuned to God spiritually.
For instance, listening to our body does not mean fulfilling every bodily desire. Sex is a bodily desire, but one
that has appropriate designs for expression. Eating is a bodily good, but gluttony is not. Fasting can be good,
but that good is contrary to the basic desire of our body for food. Which is part of why the book is being
written. Most of the early broad brushes are given more nuance before the end of the book, but I am always
concerned that the introduction of an idea broadly sets the tone and people will dismiss the nuance that is
introduced later. But I also think that the science here supports a lot of the spiritual wisdom of the Desert
Fathers and Mothers and others within the historic church. I think Christianity has a tendency to spiritualize
physical issues. The message of these books is that there is a relationship between spiritual, physical and
emotional issues, it is not just a one way relationship but a complex relationship that moves in multiple
directions. Historic Christianity has maintained the wholeness of the individual and the physical resurrection
of the body. I think the recent science is reaffirming that in ways that was not possible before now. I do think
that Christians interested in spiritual development and discipleship need to pay attention to the science, but
also not become consumed by a pop understanding of the science. We need scientists to be scientists, even if
they are interested in the spiritual issues and we need spiritual directors and psychologists and counselors to
not attempt to be neuroscientists. All should attempt to be informed and allow the fields that are not their own
to speak to the fields that are their own. If you have not read much about neuroscience or trauma, I think this is
a good introduction and I think the spiritual implications sections gives a good introduction to where
counselors or pastors or spiritual directors should seek to incorporate the science. Paperback , Kindle Edition ,
Audible.
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Anatomy of the Soul by Curt Thompson, MD, a psychiatrist intrigued me as it lands squarely in the middle of
the integration of modern mental health science and spirituality. And then he did not simply relegate all of
relationships and spirituality to random brain firing. He acknowledges that there are biological correlates to
spiritual experiences. And that does not bother him. I have not seen any satisfying texts that really engage both
hard neuroscience and orthodox theology in such a way that Thompson has done. In fact, he has helped me
reconcile information from both sides that often seem irreconcilable. Such connections are the core of
creativity and genius. He does make some overstatements about the ability of techniques to quickly make
changes to life. Or at least these are implied, like his subtitle: Rather, it is more of analysis, connecting
spiritual practices to biological changes in the brain, which lead to spiritual transformation, and such
transformation leads one back to the beginning of more spiritual practices. Thompson has made some
excellent arguments that will hopefully be the basis for some future blog posts. I may even use the tome in a
class or two I may teach And Thompson engages in excellent process, not willing to ignore the struggles of
ambiguity and Truth. In fact, one of the best quotes from his book is right at the beginning, p. When I no
longer trust, I am no longer open to being known, to relationship, to love. It is important to land on the side of
trust. Anatomy of the Soul is broadly divided into two parts. The science and background about neurology,
trauma, attachment, emotions, the prefrontal cortex, etc. My longer review is on my blog at http: As
Thompson explains, it goes the other way too; our spiritual practices prayer, scripture reading, fasting,
confession shape how our minds develop. The ultimate message is that the spiritual disciplines have the
potential to "renew our minds" and transform our relationships.
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